RETROFITTING TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS (1)
PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE B
CPD by Nick Heath for The Green Register 12 June 2020
Notes by Wolfgang Küchler [italics in square brackets are WK observations]
Presentation by Nick Heath. About 35 people attending, architects, services engineers and
others.
Subject - upgrading solid brick and/or stone walled buildings to reduce energy use and
increase comfort. Typically these buildings were designed for high ventilation high fossil
fuel use - open coal fire, sash windows etc.

PART B TOPICS
1. THERMAL BRIDGING
2. VENTILATION & INTERNAL AIR QUALITY
3. WINDOWS
4. EXTERNAL & INTERNAL WALL INSULATION
5. CASE STUDIES & FURTHER REFERENCE
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CASE STUDY: Lower Royd, Yorkshire, by The Green Building Store & Garside Architects
NH introduced the session via a case study, a retrofit of a stone barn-like buildings.
Design U values:
0.366 wall
0.105 floor
0.138 roof
1.4 - 1.0m3/m2/hr air permeability
A development in holistic understanding especially for IWI. Planning already agreed, and
was therefore a constraint.
3 elements:
1. farmhouse
2. linked barn conversion
3. guest room (Passivhaus)
450 thick sandstone walls, mostly in lime mortar but with one wall area rendered in sand/
cement.
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Modelled proposals using PHPP and THERM [Berkely software esp useful for windows &
daylighting]
FLOOR - 0.105 U value
Proposal:
75 screed + underfloor heating [UFH]
200 insulation
concrete slab
But this would be impermeable, so moisture could migrate to walls if not able to be
breathed out.
Alternative option - use "limecrete". However GBS have said that this concrete option
above does work, if you manage risk at the perimeter.
WALLS: 100mm Diathonite Evolution insulating lime (and cork) plaster [IWI]
ROOF: 350mm fibreglass plus intelligent VCL [more vapour tight in cold weather]
WINDOWS & DOORS: triple glazed. Taped all round to masonry. Insulated thresholds.
HEATING: small load - gas-fuelled UFH. Plus log store. Can actually be too hot.
MVHR: Paul NOVUS 300 system plus rigid steel ducting.
Duct routing was a challenge. Ended up introducing a false ceiling, and sound-attenuation
boxes.
Lime plaster - allows soft rounded corners.
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Wood fibre boards can also be chamfered.
The plaster acts as the airtightness layer. And can take fixings*
Fills cracks, stops air but is vapour permeable. And wicks moisture.
[ *pictures etc. for heavier items use insulating structural blocking such as Bosig ]
Walls are aiming for EnerPHit standard - Passivhaus standard for retrofit.
Cold climate and aspect - control of moisture is key.
The designers had previously used woodfibre boards but these walls were far from level.
Lime is better than woodfibre for capillery action and - as an alkaline material - resists
mould growth.
Diathonite Evolution - resistivity of 0.045 w/mK (a new "thermoactive" version achieves
0.037)
Relatively simple spray application, minimal preparation. Costs are comparable to other
breathable high performance materials, and performs many functions.
Built up in 25mm layers, finished with lime plasters & lime paint. [use mesh for layers
thicker than 60mm]
Disadvantages:
•
•

takes a long time to dry (and that's dependent on weather conditions) which can
affect adjoining vulnerable building materials eg if used with timber and gypsum.
a bit messy

In our case study, 50mm was applied to existing partition walls, as well as 100 to external
walls.
It was applied in winter, with no heating or ventilation in place. The relative humidity (RH)
was 85%.
In February 2017, heating and ventilation was turned on.
By autumn 2017 Rh was 62%
By autumn 2018 RH was 50%
In other words it was still drying. The U value is only reached when it is dried out.
Detailing & installation
•

•
•
•
•
•

Floor joists hung of a "wall plate", which in turn is stood off the stone wall and fixed
through 100mm of EPS using resin bolts, so that the insulating lime mortar can be
applied below above and in the gaps between fixings, ie a continuous insulation
layer
moisture monitoring needed in walls
heat flux testing - to see how the insulation performs in situ
cover windows to protect from plaster
issue of taping for airtightness
replacing windows in future, patch up plaster (easier than with most board-based
details)
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DIFFERENT BUILDINGS DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
The barn/farmhouse wall with s/cement mortar, it was decided to keep this, as it had
been used to weatherproof the wall, and was not in bad condition.
Looked at using a "brick cream" to seal stone areas against weather but decided against.
Leaving moisture sensors in the wall will help to warn if it is getting too wet.
G & B architect Bill Butcher said they achieved U values between EnerPHit and Part L1B.
Q. can you tell the difference between cement and lime mortars?
A. scratch and feel, it's about colour and consistency. Can test sample/s to find the exact
mix, also can do a porosity text with a tube on the wall.
Generally, lime mortar is greyer, though it may have grains of white unslaked lime within
it, and if you spray vinegar onto it it will fizz in reaction.
Diathonite do a special product for extra moist conditions.
Q. how do you avoid interstitial condensation in breathable walls
A. it can get out again - generally, hard to keep moisture out, easy to trap in
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THERMAL BRIDGING
Unavoidable - junctions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

roof/ wall
floor/ wall
door & window surrounds
bay mullions
board gaps
external features

Risk - heat loss and condensation
Scottish Building Standards - heat flow is disproportionate - cf damming up a river.
eg 215mm brick wall, U = 2.19. Small % of thermal bridging.
Add 60mm insulation --> 60% of heat loss is due to thermal bridging. Especially bad in
window reveals.
See the Prewett Bizley 3D drawing for an example detail to reduce thermal bridging in this
location:

A different example would be the Aqua tower
in Chicago (right) where the extensive
balconies act as cold bridges - these have been
estimated (by WARM) to lose 1 million kwh per
annum.
Example of terraced houses in Wales, with EWI.
Thermal imaging shows the heat losses at
reveals and plinth/floor level.
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Reveal insulation will almost always need to be thinner than walls', so look at situation
before insulating, and be careful with specification.
A study from UCL looked at two examples 1. 140mm IWI on walls, no insulation at reveals
2. 20mm IWI on walls AND reveals
Option 2 resulted in 10% less heat loss all round.
[Consistency and completeness of insulation coverage is
key]
•
•
•

thicker walls
smaller walls
larger windows

all increase the impact of thermal bridging. Coverage is
the key. Do a little but do it properly.
HEAT LOSS AT THERMAL BRIDGES - Ψ VALUES (watts per linear metre of junction)
Minimum Temperature Factor - reduced inside surface temperature at or near a thermal
bridge - should not be less than 0.75 ie 75% of the temperature in the middle of the
insulated (non-thermally-bridged) area.
BRE study 2006. Example details Reveals - thermal imagery shows greater heat loss at reveals AFTER insulating.
Cills - remove old protruding cills if using EWI.
DPC detail - if you stop the EWI at finished floor level Ψ can = 0.6
But extend the insulation past the floor by 250-300mm and you can eliminate tyhis.
Jamb detail with IWI - similar issues. 20mm insulation recommended minimum.
Can be modeled using THERM software, need 2D drawings.
Party walls - adding IWI to the external wall on one side of the party wall, caused the heat
loss across the party wall from the other (uninsulated) side, to increase.
Party wall scenarios like this have implications for claims, eg with new extensions.
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VENTILATION & INTERNAL AIR QUALITY
Retrofit changes the internal conditions •
•
•

increased airtightness
decreased ventilation
increased RH

The more you insulate the more important ventilation is.
Example of typical Victorian terrace retrofit - fancy brickwork and mouldings at front,
plain rear. If you leave front uninsulated but replace windows; EWI on rear. Risk of
condensation on inside of front elevation.
Preferred approach, add (modest) IWI to front, and good ventilation system. Insulation
keeps all surfaces above dew point, excess moisture is removed by ventilation. Careful
thought needs to be given to how to get air in, however.
Every Breath We Take report by Royal College of Paediatricians & Child Health report 2016
"There are few regulatory controls on indoor air pollution ... The drive to reduce energy
costs,by creating homes with tighter ventilation, could be making the situation worse
The range and concentration of pollutants inside buildings are often much greater than
those found outdoors"

Issues include asthma, pulmonary disease, impacts on heart disease and cancer. Also
evidence that radon can combine with tobacco smoke to enhance risks of lung cancer.
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RADON
Radon is an issue for floor insulation and ventilation.
Ian Mawditt is a Bristol-based ventilation consultant who has blogged about his long term
deep retrofit project of a mid 20thC home with cavity walls on his site myfourwalls - an
excellent resource.
He has also been monitoring radon levels. Public Health England's guidance is that levels
below 100 Becquerels per m3 are acceptable, levels above 200 Bq/m3 require action.
His house is built into a hillside and has a small area of rock floor. He found that with full
MVHR working levels were below 100. But after a week's holiday levels went up to
between 300-600.
You can see the vulnerability of systems based on mechanical ventilation.
BRE recommends following newbuild guidance when designing ventilation. This area is so
important it is worth getting a specialist ventilation consultant.
Mechanical ventilation will generally be required [NH] if the APR (air permeability rate) is
less than 5m3/hrm2 ie current regs.
Ideally test the APR before, and half way through build [which Passivhaus does, before
second fix electrical] as well as on completion.
Duct space is an issue.
VENTILATION OPTIONS
Extract fans - inadequate
MEV - can be inadequate
MVHR - expensive, complicated but if a good quality system, and properly installed (lots of
performance issues), can be very good . Best option for airtight properties.
"Demand controlled" systems - more interest now. Can be MEV or MVHR.
Positive Input Ventilation (PIV) - these systems work by encouraging the movement of air
from inside to outside from a unit that is usually installed in a loft. These units reduce or
eliminate surface condensation altogether by replacing humid stagnant air with fresh
filtered air.
For all but MVHR, air enters via background ventilators (trickle vents) /leakage, and is
extracted by fans.
Be cautious, exacting. Design for maximum occupancy.
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Coordinate with other trades. Identify duct routes early. Seal around openings/exits,
maintain continuity of insulation and airtightness layers.
Users are key. Control and understanding - keep it as simple as possible. Remember to
change filters, any other maintenance. Understand costs.
CURRENT BUILDINGS ARE NOT GOOD
MHCLG report 2019 said very few meet the requirements of Approved Document F when it
came to mechanical extracts and trickle vent provision, and was concerned that AD F
requirements weren't good enough for bedrooms.
Zero Carbon Hub report 2016 - Ventilation In New Homes - a report of site visit findings:
‘The team found things going wrong at multiple stages of the construction process at
every site’
‘The cumulative effects of these issues ultimately outweighed any good practice’
‘The systems we tested showed significant under-performance’
‘The end result was that nearly all of the … occupants interviewed by the team … had
turned off their ventilation systems, finding them too noisy, especially at night ’
Oxford Brookes study into performance of MVHR in 2016
‘In terms of operation, most interviewee dissatisfaction was with the inadequate level of
user understanding of how to operate and control the system, which suggests insufficient
training or handover’
‘The most common operational issue was found to be system maintenance’
‘Half of the projects sampled had occupants that disabled the system; the most common
reason was out of concern for the operating cost’
Common problems
•
•
•
•
•

not enough air flow & system imbalance
not right level of airtightness
poorly designed/ installed ductwork
lack of occupant briefing/ understanding
lack of maintenance - especially filter cleaning/replacement

Only 16% of systems were commissioned correctly. Only 56% met the design air flow value.
Rigid ducts performed better than flexible ones - 88% met the flow rates cf 40-44% for the
flexible.
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MVHR
Best suited for buildings with an APR of less than 3m3/hrm2. Consider MEV for APR of 3+
Good practice - design
Experienced installers & commissioners needed. Vet manufacturer's designs and system
recommendations.
Check sizing, should run at 50-60% capacity [ie leave bandwidth for peak need times]
Undersizing leads to noise, oversizing is expensive [and awkward]
Similar with velocity - consider running at lower velocity than manufacturer recommends
to avoid noise issues
Need frost protection - a box or built into system
Need heat exchanger bypass option - for hot summer nights especially
Consider self-balancing system - will adjust to ensure same volumes of fresh air are
delivered even if there is (eg) added resistance in the system [filter block seems most
common, so I am not sure how useful this feature is, though it may be for eg social
housing where maintenance can be regular but in between occupant health must not be
compromised]
Make it easy to access filters, dampers
Include sound attenuation on supply & exhaust ducts, and possibly elsewhere

Good practice - location
Inside thermal envelope
Close to external wall, to minimise heat loss area of intake & exhaust ducts (ideally <1m)
Ensure intake & exhaust ducts well, insulated (typically 50mm)
Avoid siting near noise-sensitive rooms
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Good practice - ductwork
Rigid/semi-rigid ductwork – not flexi (semi-rigid can be easier for retrofit but costs more)
Check duct runs don’t clash with architecture/ structure; minimise duct run lengths &
bends
Check lengths/ sizes, & ask for pressure drop calculations – if designer can’t provide,
hasn’t done full design
Good practice - controls
Clear, simple - to suit users
Options include humidity/CO2 sensitivity, manual fan speed settings, filter alarms/
pressure sensors
Can be mounted on unit or remote/app-based
Good practice - commissioning & maintenance
Consider extra checks beyond AD F • measure & adjust supply as well as extract rates
• total supply & extract should be within 5-10% of each other (5% best practice)
• if that's hard to achieve it may be due to inadequate duct design/installation
• balance the unit at standard flow rate not boost or minimum
• change filters regularly

MVHR GOOD PRACTICE GUIDANCE
Passivhaus Trust have published:
Good Practice Guide - for single dwellings (2108)
The Case for MVHR (2020)
Greengauge have this handy guide.
And AECB [Association for Environment Conscious Building] have a webinar by Alan Clark
from 2018 [membership required]
BRE 2016 - "despite all efforts... ventilation is still one of the most difficult aspects to
safeguard in use"
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WINDOWS
Fabric heat loss - glass, frames, reveals
Ventilation heat loss - air leakage
Fabric performance (approx)
single glazing 215 brick wall insulated wall passivhaus wall -

5.5
1.5
0.3
0.1

w/m2K
w/m2K
w/m2K say
w/m2K

So - what is the value of insulating walls to 0.3 when the windows are 18 times worse?!
Depends on building. Detached houses with lots of exposed wall will benefit more from
EWI, terraced houses the value of window upgrades is higher. [but thermally, upgrading
windows in all instances is usually best value for money]
Detailing considerations - eg of neat secondary glazing detail for check reveal with shutter
box (note 10mm aerogel board as thermal break between sec glazing frame and window):

CONSIDERATIONS
Glazing: historic glass, reflective qualities, thermal performance [security & safety]
Frames: historic fabric/dims; timber quality
Airtightness & ventilation: air leakage, deliberate ventilation routes
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OPTIONS
Good temporary & permanent improvements & solutions available.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintenance - fix cracks and glazing, overhaul mechanism so runs true, closes
properly
draught proofing
curtains
internal shutters
secondary glazing
double glazing (triple glazing)
shading
combinations

But lots of debate, tension between history and energy use/comfort.
Historic England publication on traditional windows 2016:
•
•
•
•
•

unsympathetic window replacement biggest threat to historic buildings
more than 52% of pre 1919 buildings now have PVCU double glazed windows
overhaul, draught stripping & secondary glazing more cost effective than double
glazing
double glazing in small panels is inefficient, thermal breaks etc
sealed units (IGUs) have limited design life and will not [always?] pay their cost
back

Historic Scotland comparison table of measures:

Quality and spec variation in IGUs is important.
Details such as gaskets not being fitted properly can make big difference to any window's
performance. Can be a remedial measure to refit.
Shutters can't be counted for fabric U values, but do help.
Airtightness is good, but surface temperature also has an impact. Cold surfaces draw heat,
make people feel cold, and incur condensation.
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SECONDARY GLAZING
Double reflection can be an issue.
Use of cills and shutter surrounds to make the installation look right.
Internal wall insulation can increase scope/zone for sec glazing.
Sound reduction is good.
Mukti Mitchell - advocate and provider. Article. System uses Plexiglass - low embodied
energy, warmer to the touch, lighter. Note we have 270,000,000 windows approx,
currently replaced every 13 years.
To avoid/reduce condensation in the gap, can omit draughtproofing primary window.
Storm is another firm, subframe system can achieve U value of 1.7 (lower sash
magnetically attached for cleaning removal)
Variety of opening systems, sash, casement, door, fixed

DOUBLE GLAZING
Considerations:
•
•
•

historic slim profiles
warranties
depth of rebate

"Slim" double glazing - thermally less effective, concerns about longevity of "warm-edge"
spacer bars and sealed units (Krypton usually used), but NH has used and found ok.
Histoglass use aluminium spacer bars for their slim double glazing, likely to be more
robust.
Vacuum-sealed double glazing - eg Pilkington Spacia
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Can go down to 6-6.5mm overall thickness. Use microbeads to hold glass apart, plus a
metal sealing cap - can just see the beads which may be an issue. Low e glass to outer
pane. Gives a centre-pane U value of about 1.0 ie not v different to triple glazing.
Note that products are imported from Japan, or Germany - emissions and timescale issue.

Edinburgh council changed its policy to allow use of slimline double glazing on listed
buildings in 2010, thanks in part to the work of Changeworks. [who also have some
fascinating and inspiring case studies on their site]
Other vacuum sealed providers include LandVac who can do tempered glass, and Fineo.
Cost - "normal" double glazing could be £400 per window, Spacia could be £1600.
Scottish Ecological Design Association (SEDA) guide by John Gilbert, looks at costeffectiveness of alternative retrofit measures [amongs other things - a useful publication]
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WALL INSULATION
EXTERNAL WALL INSULATION (EWI)
Global warming is creating more extreme weather resilience is crucial. Against damage from wind, rain or
flood.
"Climate Ready Scotland"
Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance (STBA)
discussion "appearance will have to change" - most
speakers agreed.
EWI can be all-round protection.
Adaptation of systems, at verges & eaves, service &
window openings for example. Needed but need to be
careful, robust.
Sealants are a weak spot - need to be redone
regularly.
This is noted in the INCA best practice guide produced by the industry but not perfect, still
shows some cold bridging details eg at eaves and
gas meters.

Plenty of examples showing the problems that can
occur (lots of photos shown).
Right (above) in Bristol where front and rear walls
done but flank one either no done or done inside [unlikely/problematic corners]
While below is common problem of stopping render - and insulation - at DPC level, leaving
cold bridge at floor level.
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But done properly EWI can act as total protection (see photos below of example using
External Diathonite lime render system)

Time spent thinking is not time wasted! Prewett Bizley sketch showing issues below, eg:

Resolve moisture issues first.
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A Bristolian's Guide to Solid Wall Insulation
Groups the issues and shows examples of good
and bad practice.
Fantastic range of details covered, with dos
don'ts and "watch points".
Most robust systems avoid depending on
sealants.
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INTERNAL WALL INSULATION (IWI)
Often the only option for aesthetic reasons, but generally more disruptive.
Makes old walls colder. Impact of this for example on timbers embedded in wall [and on
iron stone restraint ties, in the case of Brunel House - when the building became empty
and cold these layered/folded iron elements cracked and split open, breaking off sections
of stone dressings]
So it is [even more] critical to make the building retrofit ready, ie dry, in the first instance.
Graphs shown of moisture content increasing with insulation on solid walls in Swansea
and London.
Key things to remember:
•
•
•
•

outside needs to be checked & repaired first
details & junctions need to be identified and designed before installation
always use breathable build-up
don't go for more than U = 0.6 = approximately 60mm of insulating lime plaster or
woodfibre insulation.

Floor/wall details
Floors - insulate floor voids where they abut external walls [we did this at Brunel, with
600mm min of mineral wool between joists]
Apply lime plaster to wall adjoining floor - if it's possible - as airtightness layer. Consider
painting joist ends which do have to sit in masonry with protection such as boron.
Tight corners - cornices, bays, reveals
Can use aerogel for tight corners, calsitherm for potentially damp tight spaces eg between
joist and masonry, hemp fibre in lieu of mineral wool where you need to stuff something
into gaps.
Windows - can form plywood boxes ("pods") for them, so they can be replaced separately if
necessary without impacting on the wall insulation.
Internal walls between dwellings and common areas - consider insulating.
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CASE STUDIES & FURTHER KNOWLEDGE
Aucheneden Barn by Thomas Robinson 2018 - a building within a building.
More recent Clapham retrofit by Arboreal Architecture.
see also
RETROFITTING TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS (1) PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE (A)
RETROFITTING TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS (2) CASE STUDIES

REFERENCE TEXTS (note that some are in hyperlinks embedded in notes above)
Historic Environment Scotland
 Short Guides (topics include energy efficiency (2013), renewables (2014) & maintenance
(2014)) https://www.historicenvironment.scot/short-guides/
 Technical Papers (2008 – present) https://www.historicenvironment.scot/technica lpapers/
 Refurbishment Case Studies (2012 – present)
 https://www.historicenvironment.scot/refurbishment-case-studies/
 INFORM guides https://www.historicenvironment.scot/inform-guides/
 A guide to climate change impacts (2019)
 https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-andresearch/
publications/publication/?publicationId=843d0c97-d3f4-4510-a cd3-aadf0118bf82
 Hopper et al
 Assessing Retrofitted External Wall Insulation using Infrared Thermography (2011)
 http://www.ewipro.co.uk/assessing-retrof itted-externa l-wall- insulation-using.pdf
 INCA
 Best Practice Guide: External Wall Insulation (2015)
 http://www.inca-ltd.org.uk/docs/Bes t-Practice-Guide-Final.pdf
Resources
 Innovate UK (formerly Technology Strategy Board)
 Building Performance Evaluation Programme: Findings from Domestic Projects (2016)
 Building Performance Evaluation Programme: Findings from Non-Domestic Projects
(2016)
 https://connect.innovateuk.org/web/building-performance-eva luation/downloads
 Leeds Beckett University / Leeds Sustainability Institute
 Core cities Green Deal monitoring project (2017)
 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/core -cities-green-dea l-monitoringproject- leeds
 London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine (LSHTM)
 Public Benefits of Strategies to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Household Energy
(2009)
 http://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lancet/PIIS0140-6736(09)61713-X.pdf
 Marincioni et al
 Estimating the Impact of Reveals on the Transmission Heat Transfer Coefficient of
Internally Insulated
Solid Wall Dwellings (2016)
 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378778816305564
 MHCLG (UK Government)
 Research into resistance to moisture in buildings (2019)
 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/resistance-to-moisture-in-buildings
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